Abshuct -Resource flexibility is one of the most important requirements in the next generation of mobile communications. Techniques are required to increase the flexibility of the network to deal with new services and the consequent new traffic profiles and characteristics. This paper investigates some of the drawbacks of fully reactive channel allocation schemes and proposes a more flexible scheme using intelligent agents that will lead to an efficient solution under moderate and heavy loads. The agent architecture adopted provides greater autonomy to the base stations and a method for allowing co-operation and negotiation between them; this autonomy and co-operation allows an increase in flexibility to deal with new traffic situations and an increase of the robustness of the network as a whole.
I. INTRODUCTION
Techniques for increasing the efficiency of channel usage in mobile networks are essential in order to handle the complexity of third generation mobile communications. Previous work on analogue and second generation mobile communications has led to several algorithms being proposed to maximise the channel usage and minimise the call blocking probability. Some channel assignment schemes presented in the literature [l-71 have improved the performance of the basic fKed channel assignment strategy for different traffic densities (macro/micro/pico cellular networks) over different traffic load conditions. However, most of the solutions proposed have an entirely reactive approach: the response to a series of events follows an algorithm that is prepared to react to specific situations. This limits their efficiency. Even those schemes that contain adaptive features are not ideal.
Some schemes are completely centralised (which is impractical for real implementation because of computational complexity making them too slow, or because the network would become overloaded with signalling messages) or are distributed, but restricted to individual base stations which again limits their e fticiency.
In order to accommodate multiple networks and services with multiple bit rates within a limited frequency band, resource flexibility is one of the most important requirements in third-generation networks. A multi-agent system is able to provide this flexibility and also is able to increase the robustness of the network by alIowing negotiation when conflicts occur. This paper describes the framework we are adopting to verify the feasibility of multi-agent systems in controlling resource assignment in mobile networks. Our agent architecture is hierarchical, with a reactive part and a deliberative part. The reactive part is the lowest layer, ensuring fast response to the needs of the cells in terms of channel allocation. The deliberative part is concerned with optimisation of the allocation of channels among cells and consists of two layers: one to met the local goals of the individual base stations and another (the co-operative layer) for load balancing in the network.
We are assuming a macro-cellular scenario where base stations are not able to share information by interference measurements, but only by explicit exchange of information, and the resources are complete frequency carriers. Although the results in this paper are based on an AMPS [8] model, the concept is completely generic and the work could be extended to TDMNCDMA. Different cell structures (such as microcellular or hierarchical) could also be included.
CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT STRATEGIES
Fixed channel assignment (FCA) is too limiting for mobile networks and several strategies have been proposed to maximise frequency channel allocation and minimise call blocking probability. A detailed survey describing dynamic channel assignment (DCA) schemes and FCA-based schemes, including those with channel borrowing is given in [7] . In that paper it is noted that there is a trade-off between the implementation complexity of the channel allocation algorithms and spectrum utilisation efficiency. DCA schemes perform better under low traffic intensity; modified FCA schemes have superior performance in high traffic loads. DCA schemes use channels more efficiently and for the same blocking rate have a lower forced call termination than FCA-based schemes. However, the near-optimum channel allocation is at the expense of high overheads through its use of centralised allocation schemes. This overhead means that such schemes are not practicable for large networks.
Distributed DCA schemes with limited inter-cell communication suffer less overhead, but lead to sub-optimum allocations.
Such schemes are being proposed for microcellular systems as this cell structure allows inter-cell information sharing by interference measurements and passive non-intrusive monitoring at each base station (busyiidle status of the carriers).
For macrocellular systems, where explicit communication is needed, FCA with channel borrowing offers good results and less computational complexity than DCA. However, those FCA schemes with the best results [1,2] used centralised control inside the Mobile Switching Centre (MSC). Although that is less complex than DCA schemes, there is still a need to maintain an up-to-date global knowledge of the entire mobile network, leading to a slow response and a heavy signalling load. To alleviate this problem, several authors have proposed modifications to make the schemes more distributed. One example is the distributed load balancing with selective borrowing schemiz (D-LBSB) [6] that performs better than its centralised version [5] and also outperforms other existing schemes like direct retry [3] and CBWL [4] . The D-LBSB scheme is i i distributed FCA algorithm with selective borrowing, channel locking and channel reassignment. It takes into consideration the position of the mobile users when borrowing and reassigning channels; it triggers the execution of the algorithm when the usage of the nominal channels in a cell reaches ii pre-determined threshold (h, when a previously cold cell becomes hot). It also controls the number of the channels to be borrowed fiom or lent to a cell according to the traffic load of the whole cellular network. We selected this algorithm as the basic comparison for our work.
ANALYSIS OF SIMULATION RESULTS
We have implemented ourM cellular model in the commercial simulation OPNET . There are 49 cells ancl each cell has 10 nominal channels. The compact pattern is it 7-cell cluster with the reuse distance being three cell units. Mobile users have their own trajectories inside the mobile: network. Call establishments and handoff requests are simulated as they are requested in AMPS systems. For each cell, a Poisson distribution is used to generate calls, which have an exponentially distributed duration with a mean of three minutes. Each call attempt is performed by an idle mobile inside the cell, chosen randomly. This is a more. detailed simulation than those presented in the literature., which make broader assumptions. These differences need to be taken into account when comparing results.
A distributed borrowing algorithm based on D-LBSB was implemented generally following the descriptions in [5, 6] . The distribution elements of the system were located in the base stations, the messages between base stations passing, through the MSC.
We used a value of 0.2 for the coldhot threshold (h). Unlike the original algorithm where the departing region (r) varies with the number of channels to be borrowed and the average density of mobile users in the cell, we chose r to be constant and dependent on signal strength. Some necessary parameters for implementation have not been described fully in the references so that while our algorithm generally follows that of D-LBSB it is not exactly the same. We refer to our scheme as the distributed borrowing algorithm (BA).
To analyse the performance of the scheme, we chose the system layout with non-uniform traffic distributions of [2] as shown in Fig. 1 . The number in the bottom of each cell is the cell identification; the number in the middle gives the Poisson arrival rates in callshour (ranging from 20 to 200calls/hour). Fig. 2 shows the blocking rate of our BA compared with the FCA as the traffic rates increase over the load shown in Fig. 1 .
Overall, BA outperforms FCA from moderate to heavy load, the maximum improvement achieved in this case is a reduction in call blocking probability by around 20%. However, individual cells with higher traffic rates present a better improvement as shown in Fig. 3 . It is noticeable that as the load of the network increases, the performance of BA approaches that of FCAs. Because a heavily loaded network will not have spare channels that can be borrowed, running the algorithm in these traffic conditions represents only overhead for the network. Those fully reactive algorithms proposed in the literature are not able to detect the drop in their efficiency under different traffic conditions. It is clear that in order to avoid wasting signalling resources, base stations must detect these situations and decide on alternative ways to improve the efficiency of the algorithm or stop it to avoid signalling overhead.
In D-LBSB, the borrowing algorithm is not executed every time a call or handoff request is made and there are no more available channels to accommodate the request: it is triggered before the nominal channels are all used, once h is reached. Moreover, it does not get only one channel, but a certain number of channels (X), the actual number depending on the average traffic load of the whole network.
In our implementation, each run of the algorithm can be successful (all X channels are borrowed), partially successful (when some channels are borrowed, but not the number expected) or unsuccessful. Failure can be for one of three reasons:
+ Failure type 1: there were lenders but channel locking was not possible; + Failure type 2: all possible lenders are hot; + Failure type 3: the network is so heavily loaded that X is zero. There is no mention in [6] about the criteria for successive runs of the algorithm by the same borrowing cell. Our decision was that the algorithm should be re-executed if the cell reaches the threshold again, even if it has not given back all borrowed channels. If the algorithm has partial success or failure, it will not be allowed to re-execute the algorithm immediately, but it will wait for a certain time depending on the cause of the failure. The introduction of these delays is to avoid continual repetition of the algorithm, which would substantially increase the signalling load to no avail. Table 1 shows the results of running the BA over a 24hour simulation time. The algorithm has good performance at base load, with 40% failure. With an increase in load of So%, there is a 57% failure rate, rising to 85% at 100% increase. It should also be noted that our policy of introducing a delay reduces the number of attempts to borrow as the load increases, so saving in needless signalling messages.
It is clear that a surveillance process in the base station could recognise the conditions when the algorithm is not being efficient,and avoid redundant signalling. More detailed analysis of the results (see arrow in Fig. 3) show that up to approximately 100% load increase, the algorithm gets partial success throughout the duration of the simulation run. This means that, overall, resources are available to reduce congestion, but the reactive algorithm is not accessing them in an efficient way. To improve the performance and efficiency, we propose a multi-agent system and a particular agent architecture that allows base stations be more flexible and intelligent, negotiating and co-operating with others to improve the efficiency of the channel assignment scheme. This allows the approach to including planning to attempt to balance the load in advance of reactive requests.
IV. THE PROPOSED MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM
It was shown above that reactive approaches, while necessary, are not sufficient for control of resources: the base stations must have an adaptive behaviour, not only to improve their own channel usage, but also to co-operate with other base stations to improve the performance of the whole network. The inherent features of distributed problem solving make a multi-agent system a suitable approach to control such a complex system.
A multi-agent system (MAS) can be defined as a group of agents with specific roles in an organisational structure [9] . The agents interact with the environment and with each other in a co-ordinated way, as collaborators or competitors, seeking to hlfil the local or global aims of the organisation. The definition of an agent and the main characteristics that distinguish agents from other software systems can de found in [lo] . Agent architectures are classified by the degree of reasoning incorporated by the agent, from a completely logical model (known as Beliefs, Desires, Intentions (BDI) architectures) to a fully reactive model with no symbolic representation.
Logical models present better behaviour than reactive ones, but they can be too slow for real time applications. Hybrid architectures combine features of logical and reactive models and are, therefore, more suitable for real time applications. The INTEgration of Reactive behaviour and Rational Planning architecture (INTERRAP) [9] is a hybrid agent architecture that also incorporates mechanisms for coordination and co-operation among autonomous agents. The INTERRAP architecture consists of a set of hierarchical layers, a knowledge base that supports the representation of different abstraction levels of knowledge and a well defined control architecture that ensures coherent interaction among layers. It was designed to react to unexpected events, to long term actions based on goals and to cope with other agent interactions. INTERRAP was, therefore, chosen as our model for agent implementation. The architecture illustrated in Fig. 4 was adapted from [9] .
In our scenario, the cellular network has one agent per cell. The world interface presented to the agent includes the sensor section responsible for the perception of the environment, which would include requests for channel allocation from new calls, handoff requests, borrowing channel requests and orders for locking channels.
The communication section handles message exchanges for channel management and in the negotiation process. The action section is responsible for all execution tasks that actually allocate, release, re-allocate, lock, lend channels, manage normal and supervised handoffs and terminate appropriately unsuccessful requests.
In the knowledge base, the world model contains the environment information and everything necessary for the operation of the reactive layer. The mental model contains the complete information about the agent, about the use of frequency channels and possibly history of traffic load in the cell. Finally the social model has relevant information about other agents' data. m C " r '(as a bid) to the requesting hot cell. The requesting hot cell lzhooses the best bid and sends an acknowledgment to the winning co-channel cell. This ends the first phase of the resource negotiation. The second phase consists of a joint plan engaged by the compact pattern of the winning co-(channel cell, the neighbouring cells of the hot cell which make borders with the chosen compact pattern and the hot Ice11 itself. For the execution of the joint plan, the hot cell is the manager, and the other cells are the contractors. The task it0 be executed by the contractors is to ask the mobiles istations in the selected departing areas to verify the quality of ithe reception of the control channel of the closest ineighbouring cell. If the quality of the reception is good enough, the base station will request a management handoff to the neighbouring cell with best transmission quality and the mobile possibly will be moved to that cell. However, not all contractors will necessarily request management handoffs at the same time; in fact, some contractors might not request inanagement handoffs at all, serving only as recipients of mobile users. The decision of whom and when to perform the Task is dependent on the economic model used by the inanager of the plan. Finally, the assessment of the plan and the load conditions of the network will indicate the ~ermination of the joint plan. We are currently implementing the multi-agent system in OPNEFM in the same simulation context as FCA and BA. Simulation results will allow investigating the performance and flexibility that can be achieved by the multi-agent system in comparison with a pure reactive approach. Fig. 4 The architecture of the agent The control unit is structured to include a reactive control layer that is responsible for fast accommodation of traffic demand, a local planning control layer using other strategies to optimise the local load distribution of channels and the co-operative control layer, responsible for load balancing across a larger area. The agents follow a collaborative strategy using contract-net protocol [ 1 11. A brief description of each layer implementation is given below:
The reactive layer uses an algorithm based on D-LBSB without channel re-assignment.
The local planning layer: determines the departing region based on the signallnoise ratio and traffic history conditions, independently of the execution of the borrowing algorithm (a difference fiom the purely reactive algorithm). This layer is responsible for the channel re-assignment scheme. In order to optimise local performance, the re-allocation scheme takes into account the efficiency of channel usage and traffic history.
Finally the co-operative layer starts a two-phase resource negotiation when the traffic load of the compact pattern does not allow efficient performance of the channel allocation scheme. The agent in the hot cell, using the contract-net protocol, requests its co-channel cells to make offers for moving calls to their regions. To be able to make a bid, the co-channel cells need to compute a utility function that requires the channel availability of its compact pattern and the percentage of users in the selected departing areas. Therefore, they request this information to each cell of their compact pattern. Receiving all the information, the cochannel cells compute the utility function and send the result V. CONCLUSIONS This paper demonstrates the deficiencies of fully reactive approaches in channel assignment for mobile networks and proposes a new strategy to improve the performance and flexibility of channel allocation by using intelligent cooperative agents.
